My husband and I took all of our kids and Grandkids to Florida and we
rented this beautiful home. It is well cared for, has a beautiful pool and hot
tub, in a beautiful and secure gated community and just minutes away from
all the major attractions as well as in the middle between the Ocean and the
Gulf. We all had our own bedroom and private bath. Our little kids could
take naps, and the older ones and adults could visit and the kids could all go to
bed and it was safe for the adults to use the hot tub and spend time together.
We cooked many meals here, it tasted better and saved expense and hassle of
eating out with tired small children. You can contact the owner if any
questions come up, he is fantastic to deal with. We have used this home twice
and have had friends use it as well. There is no better way to stay in the
Orlando/Kissimmee area. This lovely home will meet your very highest
standard, I would rate it with 10 stars if I could!
My family has gone to Disney World several times on vacation. We have tried
numerous accommodations throughout the years such as The Floridian, the
Caribbean Beach Resort, Wilderness Lodge, Fort Wilderness and several
rental homes. The "Beck Estate" (as my mother-in-law called it) was the best
place we found, so far!! Hands down!!! Mr. Beck, the owner, was very helpful
from the minute I made my reservation. He was full of information that made
our vacation more enjoyable for all of us! From the moment we pulled into
the serene community I knew we were in for a treat! This was a taste of
paradise! When we got to the house (that was just minutes from Disney) I
knew it would be a memorable vacation not just for the kids, but for the
adults, as well. The house was so beautifully decorated, it was definitely the
"Hilton" of the rental homes. The hot tub was calling my name from the
minute I got there! Thank you so much Mr. Beck for sharing your beautiful
home with us! We will be back again for another unforgettable Disney
vacation!!
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It was a pleasure staying at this house again! This was our second time
returning. John is, as always, the best! The first time was with my family
several years ago. This time, it was with our friends - All couples. They loved
the place and were super impressed. John called after we checked in to make
sure that everything went smoothly and all was good with the house. I
recommend John's house to anyone considering staying in the WDW area. It's
convenient to all the parks and his place has all the comforts of home and then
some.
We had 17 people that stayed in the house with ages ranging from 2 to 60 and
we all had plenty of room with our own privacy. Each king bedroom has its
own bath. We were able to cook at the house so that we could save on food
expenses. The kids loved the swimming pool and hot tub. They were happy
just to stay there and not go do other things. The house is conveniently located
to Disney and Old Towne. We stayed in this house last year and this year and
we hope to go again next year. The owner takes care of any issues that come
up immediately and is easy to work with. I would suggest if you are going to
do any serious cooking for a large crowd that you bring a couple of extralarge pots because I always do no matter where we go or stay.
My biggest fear when renting a vacation house on line is the fear that when
you get there that you really have a house. With John I never felt that way. I
knew from the start that I could trust him. From arriving at the house until
we left, we did not want to leave, the house was amazing. There was plenty of
room we never felt crowded. The kids loved the pool and the adults loved the
hot tub. Plus, the fact that he allows you to use the hot tub free of charge for

two hours a day. It felt great after the 2 day drive down. I would rent this or
any other home from John any time. Thank for the memories.
I booked this home for a football tournament for a few families and what a
great decision it was. This house has everything! Super close to Disney. Tons
of restaurants in the area. John was a fabulous host. He provided a ton of
information about the area/Disney that was very helpful. Would love to stay
here again next time we are in Orlando/Kissimmee!
Our family of 7 stayed in this home over Christmas. House had lots of room
and was very relaxing. We enjoyed sitting on patio and it was easy access to
all amenities. Recommend this home to other rentals.
This location was terrific in a very nice, secure resort setting and just a short
drive to the Disney parks. It was great to have a large space to come "home"
to after a day at the parks. There were plenty of comfortable beds and
bathrooms, large pantry in kitchen and even a Keurig for coffee lovers. The
house was very clean. The pool and hot tub in the back were great for
relaxation and rejuvenation. The owner was always very responsive and
helpful - not only with the house, but with tips for the attractions, restaurants,
etc. in the area. I would highly recommend this property and hope to enjoy it
again in the future.
This place was perfect for our group. I was unsure that our unusually large
group would fit, but there was enough space and privacy for all. Everything
was clean and well maintained. It gave you a homely feel. Its location near the
theme parks is also a plus. The guide John gave was perfect for navigating
around the city. The house had a pool and spa for the days we just wanted a
break from running around Orlando. Would definitely stay again given the
opportunity.
From the moment I walked into the house prior to my family’s arrival, I knew
this was going to be perfect for my family. Spacious is an understatement. We
had 10 folks and an infant in the house and never once did it feel like we were
packed in. But at the same time the layout made the kitchen/dining room the
perfect spot for card games and getting to enjoy each other. Disney attraction
are ridiculously close. The pool is lovely. The grounds are immaculate, as is

the home. Even the resort staff on check in were all smiles.
I've stayed on Disney property before which is special in its own way, but for
the price, this just can't be beat. In addition, the owner was about the nicest
person I've ever dealt with in any business transaction. 10 out of 10, and that's
an honest assessment, no blowing smoke!
Overall, our stay at your Florida home was AMAZING! Everyone had a great
time enjoying the beautiful weather and swimming in the pool. The hot tub
was hit at night with the adults once the kids were asleep. We were able to
unwind and relax.
We felt very safe that the house was equipped with an alarm system and we
could contact the owner at any time if we needed anything. Not to mention the
informative booklet that they had in the house with recommendations for
whatever you need. Our stay was 7 days and we had a large group; A mix of
kids and adults. It was a great time and everyone is eager to vacation again in
Florida real soon. We definitely felt very comfortable and the house had
everything we needed. It was a great opportunity to get away and spend some
time in the gorgeous Florida weather.
Renting this vacation rental home was the best choice our family could do.
Since day 1 when we decide to start looking for a vacation rental the owner
Mr. Beck, got back to me and made all the process so smooth and easy to
handle. He is the most pleasant and trustful person to deal with, always
willing to give the best information and advises to have a great time and enjoy
every minute in our stay. Our 1st time in Orlando and with a party of 30 pp
wasn't easy to coordinate, Mr. Beck also refer us to another friend of his with
more rentals available to fitted all of us. Arriving to the house was so easy,
great location. Everything nice and clean. SPECTACULAR! Very
comfortable, nice furniture all over the house besides all the upgrades and
extras like pool toys, strollers, plates ...you name it and you will have it right
there. Our experience couldn't be better and I'll totally recommend this house
to anyone and we are also planning to go back soon in the future. THIS
HOUSE AND OWNER REALLY DESERVE MORE THAN 5 STARS
REVIEW. never hesitate to rent from him, great price, great stay, great

vacations. I cannot thank you enough for been part of our dream come true!!
Be sure we will rent from you again and we will send you more family
The Diamond on the Island is a very nice, clean, spacious, comfortable, well
maintained vacation home very close to Disney, many attractions, shopping
and restaurants. Everything is just as you see pictured. Great pool and spa,
and everything you need to enjoy a great vacation. John is awesome to work
with and very helpful, from start to finish. I would highly recommend this
property to anyone looking for a great vacation home in a gated community
near Disney.
Thanks John for sharing your home with us!!
The Diamond on the Island is a very nice, clean, comfortable, spacious, well
maintained vacation home very close to Disney, many attractions, shopping,
and restaurants. Everything is just as you see in the pictures. Great pool and
spa, and everything you need to enjoy a great vacation. John is great to work
with and very helpful, from start to finish. I would highly recommend this
home to anyone looking for a great vacation home in a gated community near
Disney. Thanks, John, for letting us stay in your home, we had a great time!!!
This house was perfect for my family. With a large group, it was nice to have
the "ensuite" feel. It was the best of both worlds - king-sized bedrooms with a
full bath in each was like staying in a hotel, but common areas (such as a full
kitchen, dining room and living room) felt like being at home. Throw in the
heated pool and Jacuzzi and what more could you ask for?
The blurb doesn't lie about the amazing location. The house in just off Irlo
Bronson, which is a busy road offering tons of choices for dining, multiple
discount stores for souvenir shopping and is only 2 stoplights away from a
Super Target and Publix grocery store. But the best thing about the location is
the proximity to Disney. You can be parked and lining up at the gates of
Animal Kingdom in 15 minutes. If Disney isn't all you're interested in,
Universal is only a 25-minute drive from the house, and you will pass 2
gigantic outlet malls along the way. When it's time to return home after your
holiday, it's only a 30-minute drive to Orlando International Airport.

Basically, you will not find a better property than this with regards to
comfort, space and location. It was worth every penny and, if we ever return
to Orlando as a family, we will definitely be booking the Diamond on the
Island.
We stayed in ‘Diamond on the Island’ for two weeks in August, 2015. This
vacation home is located in the resort community of Emerald Island. The
community is well laid out and security is very good. Our arrival night we
pulled up to the gate quite late, but security was efficient, professional (almost
military) and handled quickly. Key card access for the rest of our stay worked
very smoothly. The location of the property is excellent; close to Walt Disney
World and the main highways, with a grocery store and restaurants less than
a 5-minute drive away. Not too far to a Wal-Mart as well. Outside the home
was a keypad and a back-up key in a lockbox (which we did make use of
during our stay). Lighting outside the home is not on motion detectors, so I
was happy that I always carry a small light in my purse to make getting into
the home that first night easier. Lighting management inside the home is
mostly automatic, with some lights on timers. Some rental homes put pool
tables, foosball tables, TV’s, etc. in the garage, but I preferred parking out of
the Florida rain and the hot sun. The house is as pictured on-line. Filled with
Brobdingnagian furniture, it feels smaller than it is. Beds were large and the
mattresses were comfortable for everyone in our family. Bed linens were good.
There is also WiFi in the home, which was convenient and appreciated. We’d
suggest bringing your own mobile device. A newer microwave and a new
washer/dryer set were nice. There was one box of laundry soap for the
machine (but I had anticipated this and brought my own soap to use). The
pool area is nice. There is a safety fence in place in case you have smaller
children. There is an outside shower (a very nice thing), and the pool is big
enough to swim laps in. An adjoining hot tub sits in one corner of the pool.
Hedges surround the pool area, so it is a bit quieter (other than the
armadillos!!) and private. A large covered lanai is at the back of the house.
The owner was fantastic to deal with – professional yet friendly and
knowledgeable. No problems on that end at all – in fact, the owner is the main
reason why we chose this home to rent. His website is well done,
communication with the owner was very quick, and all information and

paperwork were spot on. We had multiple ways to contact the owner, and he
always responded quickly. Overall, the owner was a pleasure to deal with and
the house met our needs nicely.
My family and I stayed here for my birthday which fell on 12-12-12 this year.
I wanted a place we could all be together and celebrate. There were a lot of
vacation rentals to choose from for sure, but John convinced us his was the
best. The comment I heard the most from my family was "you did good Mom;
we would stay here again in a minute." Beautiful well-maintained resort.
Easier to check-in than a hotel and much better amenities. Close to everything
the area has to offer. The pool/spa made the week. It was a great gathering
place for all generations and the perfect temperature always. The home is well
built, you can't hear the other people in the house so everyone felt like they
had their privacy. The bathrooms were clean the beds were comfortable. We
hated to leave!
I went on vacation with my family and best friend’s family. And we had an
awesome time. The home was fully furnished with everything we needed and
was centrally located to parks and restaurants as well as shopping centers.
The young ones and the teenagers really enjoyed being able to use the private
pool before leaving for the parks and especially when they return in the
evening. The spa was also a big hit with the adults after all that walking
during the day. And the house was so big that everyone had their own space to
unwind in. We have already decided to make this a special place to visit yearly
and have recommended it to friends.
My husband and I took 3 of our grown children, their spouses and our
grandchildren for a Disneyworld vacation. What a wonderful experience! The
house was lovely and very comfortable. It had plenty of room--and each
family had a bathroom with one to spare! The house is close to Disney, and yet
you can get away and use the pool--all to yourselves, grill burgers on the patio
and just unwind. John Beck was a pleasure to work with--answering the many
questions we had when coming from so far away with so many people of all
ages. We also used the grocery delivery service--that was really convenient.
We highly recommend this home and the experience it offered for a very
reasonable price.

We had a family reunion at the Beck's house and there are no words to
describe the fantasy vacation that it was. It was the best vacation ever! The
children loved Disney World and our entire family was able to enjoy all of the
wonderful accommodations of this house like the spa and the screened,
private heated pool-- this house is simply beautiful and just minutes away
from everything! It was just an amazing vacation to all be together in such a
beautiful place. Dreams do really come true at the Diamond on the Island! We
can't wait to go back. Thank you, John for sharing your home with our family
and helping to make our dreams come true!

